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Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club
Committee Members

Editorial
I recently heard a new member say that they‘d found it difficult
to meet people since moving into the area and that the fishing
club was their most important social outlet. We often think of
the club as an avenue to learn flyfishig or to access information
on where to fish, but it‘s much more that. We may not admit it
openly, but giving and sharing information on flyfishing may be
the reason we join, but the friends and social connections we
make are what keeps us in the club.
The pressures faced by ‗working families‘ is well documented:
more mothers are working, fathers work longer hours and much
of the weekends are taken-up with domestic chores and ferrying
kids to parties and sport. For me, and I‘m sure for a lot of you,
the club is an escape from these pressures. It‘s a ready made social outlet that I don‘t have to spend much effort to organize or
prepare for. For me, attendance at meetings and the banter before and after meetings is a better measure of the club‘s health
than trip attendance. If you‘re in doubt, think how many members pay their fees each year without attending more than one or
two trips a year.
This is why social occasions like the Sheridan family roast lunch
at Freeburgh, the Annual Dinner (Saturday August 21) and the
film nights are so important and popular with members. If you
have any ideas on how to improve the social aspects of our club,
try sharing your ideas with a committee member, or better still,
try becoming one. Cain
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President’s Page
Glen Cox

2010 Australian Fly Casting Championships
The Australian Fly Casting Championships have been run and won. What a fantastic weekend it was. It was
only a fantastic weekend because of the dedication of a few members helping out over three days. It started
on Friday after having found out that Parks Vic could not cut the grass up on the north side of the trotting
track in Yarrambat Park because they had run out of money in their budget for their contractors for the
year! The ranger did come down and apologise on the Saturday morning. Thanks go to Ian Lowe, Peter
Cogdon, Leff Andropof, Bill Ogilvie and Archery Club member Ray Morgan for doing the hard yards cutting the grass for us in pretty bad conditions. Everyone appreciated the efforts of Peter Young, John Kingsford, Bintoro, David Jenkins, Russ Henry, Frank Boadle, Pat Sheridan, Jeremy Skuse, AJ and Greg Roberts.
Thanks Guys, it would not have been possible to run such an event without your support over the weekend.
I extend my personal thanks to Greg Roberts on a superb job of organising the catering for this event. The
Championship dinner was also a winner with the good food and good company making for a great night.
The SPOTTERS Raffle was drawn at the Presentation Ceremony for the Championships on the Sunday
afternoon, with Northern member Dave Davies, being the lucky one with the winning ticket. See full story
later in this newsletter.

Cane Rod Makers day
A small but enthusiastic group attended the Cane Rod Makers day on Saturday 19th June. This day
was organised by Andrew Connell and he would like to thank everyone who attended and those who
helped set up. Special thanks to Bintoro and John Kingsford for manning the BBQ. There were approximately 20 attendees on the day, some coming from as far away as Tasmania. A few demonstrations of various processes of making a cane rod were presented throughout the day and a lot of the
participants got to discuss various aspects of making a cane rod with the master builder present Peter
McKean.

Casting practise
Casting practise is available to all members, at our pool on each Saturday morning / afternoon this
year except when it clashes with a Club trip. If you wish to confirm that it is on, ring Daryl Wallis
0407 822 258 before you leave home.

Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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Film Night
We are holding another film night this month on Thursday 29th July. Supper will be provided
at a small cost. Be there!

2010 Victorian Fly Casting Championship
As reported at the June Geeral Meeting, John Kruska won the Champions of Champions trophy at this
year‘s Victorian Fly Casting Championships which were held at Southern Fly Fisher‘s pool on the weekend
of 29 / 30 May. Congratulations go to not only John, but to all Northern members who placed in various
events over the weekend. Results below.
2010
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

VICTORIAN CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS
JOHN KRUSKA
TED WHITTAM
BRUCE RATCLIFFE
DALE HEATH
RON HEATH
GEOFF NEWMAN
LEFF ANDROPOF
MATTHEW CHAPMAN
BRIAN COCKS
JOHN WATERS
JOHN McINTYRE
DARYL WALLIS
RICHARD SCRIVENS
KEN LUCAS
ANDREW CONNELL
WAYNE REDDAWAY
BOYD WILSON
PETER CAMERON
GLEN COX
AJ
BILL OGILVIE
JOHN SMITH
JOHN MENNEN
MILES HODGE
TONY HYETT
JACK HOSE

Dist
288.24
276.12
271.01
266.53
273.99
218.71
194.26
210.63
210.15
196.81
192.27

Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au

Acc
135
114
119
119
89
126
98
76
74
84
65
140
122
121
100
91
84
83
81
77
72
71
66
65
46
40

Total
423.24
390.12
390.01
385.53
362.99
344.71
292.26
286.63
284.15
280.81
257.27
140.00
122.00
121.00
100.00
91.00
84.00
83.00
81.00
77.00
72.00
71.00
66.00
65.00
46.00
40.00
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Brunn Shield:
The second round was held at Red Tag pool on the first Sunday in June and I am pleased to report that
Northern is still leading the competition from the A.C.T. team. Well done guys. Congratulations to Daryl
Wallis on being equal top rod on the day. The next Brunn shield round is on Sunday 4 th July at our pool.
Scores below.

Round 2 Team scores

Top Individiual Scores

Progressive Scores

Northern

677

Daryl Wallis

(Northern) 179

1301

ACT

636

Anthony Eurell

(ACT)

179

1255

Red Tag

358

Danny Spelic

(ACT)

178

920

Iflyfish

352

John Waters

(Northern) 175

892

Sunshine

643

John Phelan

(Sunshine) 171

1178

Lakeside

451

Ken Lucas

(Sunshine) 166

911

Ballarat

511

Andy Scott

(Sunshine) 159

819

Southern

32

John Kruska

(Northern) 155

32

A.G.M.
Our next General meeting is on the 1st July. This is our A.G.M. This is the deadline for getting your
Fly tying comp flies in. Please hand them to me on the night. We are hoping to have a new look committee for the next Club year and all positions are up for grabs. It is extremely important that all committee positions are filled on the night to enable the Club to function efficiently. We have a couple of
committee members retiring so there are some positions open for some ‗new blood‘ to join the committee this year. You don‘t need any special talents, simply a desire to do your bit as a member. If you
haven‘t had a go on committee then please consider it.

Subs due
Your membership subs are due for the 2010 - 2011 year.

The Float Tubes have landed
The Club Float Tubes have arrived but we are still in the process of developing a safety course and
rules of hire. Members who wish to hire one of the Club float tubes will be required to have attended
a safety session (date to be announced) and agree to the hiring conditions and have paid a deposit before hire. Stay tuned.

Up coming Trips in July
Eildon Pondage, July 3
The first trip is a day trip to Eildon pondage on Saturday 3rd. The pondage should have been stocked
with some of the 20,000 trout that will go into the pondage over the next few months so should fish
well.
Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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Aire River, Otways, July 10-11
The second trip is a weekend trip to fish for sea run trout in the Aire River down in the Otways.
The Aire is open for sea runners during the closed salmonid season downstream from the Great
Ocean Road. There is no minimum size but a bag limit of 5 salmonids of which no more than 2 fish
may exceed 35cm. We will be camping at the West Aire River Camping ground.
Aire River West camping ground has a number of large grassy areas which would suit large groups as
well as small. If the river is high it can be a little damp under foot or indeed closed. It has a drop toilet
and an information board. No fires are allowed on the west side. Access is either from Glenaire along
sand road or via Horden Vale Road, then crossing the bridge from the east side. Bring plenty of warm
clothing!

One Fly – July 25
It‘s on again this year! The ‗One Fly Comp‘ will be held on Sunday 25th July at Goulburn Valley Fly
Fishing Centre, where we have exclusive use of their lakes for the day. The rules for this comp are
contained in this month‘s newsletter. Cost for the day is $60.
This price includes morning and afternoon teas and a
BBQ lunch. We will require a non refundable deposit of
$20 and a firm commitment that you will be attending
this trip over the next month. This is necessary for catering purposes. It was an excellent day last year and
should prove very popular again. I suggest you get in
quick as numbers are limited. See Peter Young. We are
hoping to have the use of the Council bus again this
year so put your name down quick if you want a ride.
We will doing things a bit differently this year with the
introduction of a referee come lake craft instructor on
hand to help any body who needs it and to enforce the
new rules introduced this year. Prizes will also be improved on from previous years.

Fly Tying Course

WARM WADERS
NeoS Waders made to measure
Wetsuit boots, gloves, and
Jett heated-vests
Repair and service of all brands
Pressurised leak detection

OCEANSUITS
3/101 Wedgewood Rd, Hallam
Phone: 9702 4993
www.oceansuits.com.au

The Beginners fly tying course will be commencing on
Thursday 22nd July. Participants are John Sibio (new
member), Alex Gavric, Russ Henry, Patrick Thompson, Mick Milic, Chris Dabal and John Kingsford.
Clearly I can‘t count because we have ended up with 7 instead of the usual 6 participants. Could participants please bring a lamp if they have one.

Rise - Fly Fishing Film Festival
RISE - Fly Fishing Film Festival has become the premier event on fly fishers‘ calendars across nine
countries and two continents. In July 2010 the film tour will start in Dunedin and play over 35 shows
over three months circumnavigating New Zealand and Australia.
Rise - Fly Fishing Film Festival 2010 features action-packed films from global destinations including
New Zealand, Australia, Iceland and Mexico. Gin-Clear Media‘s "THE SOURCE - NEW ZEALAND" is the feature movie of the festival. New Zealand is the second chapter in the highly acNorthern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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claimed 'THE SOURCE' series.
The film festival will present the best adventure fly fishing films of 2010 in a big screen extravaganza.
The mission of the festival is to inspire audiences with epic adventures, strong stories and big fish in
pristine environments. Tickets are $25 each and can be bought online.
Melbourne Show

3rd August

Classic Cinema Elsternwick

Melbourne West Show

2nd August

Sun Theatre

Ballarat Show

7th August

Ballarat Fly Fishers' Club

Member Profile
Aleksandar (Alex) Gavric

Occupation: Analyst Programmer
Year joined the club: 2009
What music do you listen to/favourite artist/album: Will listen to almost anything, but can‘t go
past GNR on long fishing trip drives.

Favourite movie: Pulp Fiction
Favourite book/ DVD: Frog Call / A River Somewhere

Other hobbies/interests/sports besides flyfishing: Football (aka Soccer)
Favourite saying: Many men fish all their lives without ever realizing that it is not the fish they are
after.

Where you learnt to fish: Ukrina (Bosnia)
Fondest or most forgettable fishing experience: Landing an 8 lb brown trout on my first
NZ trip, no landing net and my fishing buddy was 1 km upstream.

Most exotic place you’ve fished: North Island NZ

Where you’ve always wanted to fish: Patagonia

Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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Happy Birthday Your Majesty!
Alex Gavric
This year Andrew and I decided to mark the end of trout fishing season by fishing one of our favourite rivers in the Snowy Mountains region, the Eucumbene River. The idea was fuelled by some excellent reports of monster browns being caught in the area and with the recent rains a good chance of
finding some early spawning rainbows. Andrew's dad, Ian, liked our plans too and decided to join us
for this trip. Ian and I left Melbourne early on Friday morning, and found ourselves fishing the Eucumbene by 3 pm.
The early signs were a little discouraging, snow covered
banks made for beautiful scenery, but made the going slightly
uncomfortable to say the least. Our first session resulted in
one tiny trout and frozen fingers and toes.
The following morning things didn't look like improving
much. Our best efforts seemed to be rewarded with fish just
big enough to take our flies. Around lunch time I was ready
to throw in the towel, but then we saw another fisherman
Eucumbene River Brown
pick up a nice rainbow from the water we had covered only
15 minutes earlier. Ok, the fish were there, it was time to think about what we were doing wrong and
start catching some fish. The next bit of water I came across was a deep narrow gutter, almost not
worth fishing with regular nymphs. I dug into my fly box and pulled out the biggest, heaviest fly
(bomb) I had from a Tongariro trip a few years back. Casting it on a 6 wt rod was close to impossible,
tight loops were swapped with roll casts and all forms of flicking and lobbing necessary to get the fly
into the water. My first flick resulted in a solid 1.5 pound brown. Few flicks later a 2.5 pound spawning rainbow, followed by a PB of three fish in three casts, all fresh run rainbows of about 2 pounds.
Andrew and his dad enjoyed similar kind of success, with his dad, as usual, catching a few more than
us. Our good form continued on the lake as well, where the night before we couldn't tempt a single
take, this night we all managed to land a couple of fat rainbows each. It was certainly starting to look
like a fishing trip now.
On Sunday morning, armed with
the knowledge from the day beThurs
1
Annual General Meeting
fore, we marched to our favourite
Sat
3
Eildon Pondage
spots and continued from where
we had left off. I caught up with
Sun
4
Brunn Shield - Yarrambat
Thurs
8
Flytying
Andrew mid-morning and found
out that he was doing quite well.
Sat-Sun 10-11 Sea-run Trout, Otways
He had already landed 6 good fish.
Sun
18
Northern Open - Clubrooms
I too was having a great time and
Thurs
22
Committee meeting
was stuck in battle with my number
Sun
25
One-fly competition
twelve. What followed was border
Thurs
29
Film night - Clubrooms
line ridiculous. It seemed like I was
hooking up on every cast. By lunch time I had landed about 25 fish. Prolonged fights provided by the
freshly run rainbows and having to dash 100m downstream to land each fish on a gravel beach
seemed to be the only limit on how many I could catch. That day we totalled over 50 fish. To quote
one of my favourite lines from Hustle and Fish, it was one of those truly epic days that you have every

What’s on in July

Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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Club merchandise
Order from Peter Young, 0417 116 192, peter@young123.net

Wide-brimmed hat $20

Cap $15

Tie $5

Frill Neck Cap $20

Columbia fishing shirt $70

Stubby holder $5

Polo shirt $25

Boat sticker $5, Yellow sticker $2

Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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now and then.
On Monday it was time to go home,
but not before one more short session
on the river. We could only afford two
hours fishing, but it was enough. In
that time we caught over 20 fish between the three of us with Ian landing
11 and hooking a better than average
rainbow on the very last cast of the
trip. Like I said earlier, it was truly epic.
Oh yeah, I also lost a lens out of my
Mako sunglasses and the drag on my
Lamson ULA reel gave up the ghost.
Somehow this didn't seem to bother
me one bit…

Second Bite
Philip Goslin
Bugger … bugger, bugger, bugger. It sounds like a line out of Four Weddings and a Funeral. Remember
the scene in the church where Hugh Grant explains to a surprised vicar that he is just exercising his
vocal chords and the vicar says those prophetic
words ―Ready to face the enemy?‖ Bugger. Actually
the expletive used at the time was a little stronger,
but this is a family publication. I had just lost a ‗big‘
fish — big, for me that is — and was not happy.
But let‘s rewind a little before getting to the heart of
this fishing yarn. The late afternoon session on a
sparkling Victorian high country stream had started
brilliantly with two nice browns in the first 200 metres. Things got even better when three fish were
pulled out of one pool including a good size brown.
Nearing the end of the session the tally was up to six
and I was quite content. The small run I was approaching was going to be the last for the evening
and the likely spot was up the top where the current
was flowing fast under a blackberry bush dangling in
the water. As the flurry of casts edged the Royal
Wulff closer to the bush without a take I thought
that was it for the night and was just about to call it
quits when — bang! It was on.
At first it didn‘t seam anything out of the ordinary, a
standard fish putting up a standard fight, but then I
saw it clearly in the water — ―wow, how big is that‖ I exclaimed out loud. My heart started thumping.
Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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This fight was only just starting. Then I did something silly. During the afternoon I had started playing
fish from the reel. That‘s not something I normally do, but I thought I would give it a go. It may well
be the best way to play a fish, but on these small streams I had always played fish with the line in my
hand. This ‗new‘ technique felt uncomfortable and the fish was clearly getting the upper hand.
He darted downstream, back up, to the right and then to the left. This lasted several minutes — it
seamed like an eternity — and I thought he was starting to tire when he dashed quickly over to the left
bank. All of a sudden, the line went dead. It was still taught though and I thought the fish was just sitting under a ledge or rock. I waded over to where I believed the feisty salmonoid was, expecting him
to dart out and resume the struggle. Instead I found the leader wrapped around a submerged log. That
fish was gone — long gone. Bugger! I stood there in the middle of the stream with my hands apart in
the classic ―one that got away‖ pose asking myself just how big that smart fish really was.
As I trudged back to the campsite I couldn‘t get that fish out of my mind. Yes, it had been a good session, but that last wild brown trout was a beauty. That night as we sat around the campfire all I could
think about was that bloody fish and images of it kept flickering in the flames. When I crawled into
my sleeping bag it was still there — not in the tent, in my mind! I tossed and turned all night, but it
wouldn‘t go away. ―Just forget about it,‖ I kept saying to myself. But no, it was haunting me. It became a nightmare. Surely the image in my mind would be gone in the morning. No way. At the break
of dawn that fish jumped straight back into my head.
We were scheduled to leave that morning, but there was something I had to do before we packed up.
I had to go back to that small run and have another crack at it. At least that way there could be some
sort of closure. I couldn‘t possibly catch it again, but at least I could tell myself I tried. This time I didn‘t bother fishing any of the earlier water, I just marched purposely straight back to the spot in question and sat on the bank working on a strategy.
I entered the water a little downstream and carefully moved to a
position where I could land the fly close to that blackberry bush
— but hopefully not too close in my enthusiasm (no doubt this is
where casting to those hoops in the club‘s casting pool comes in
handy and at that moment I was wishing I had done some of that).
The first two casts were a bit short, the third cast a little closer,
fourth cast, that‘s the spot — and bang! A good fish was on and
so was the struggle.

The one that didn‘t get away
(the second time)

He was clever this fish and knew exactly what he was doing — he
darted straight for the submerged log — oh no you don‘t, not this
time — and then quickly downstream between my legs for the
safety of some rapids — no, you are not going down there either.
This battle of wills lasted a good five minutes and all the while I
was hell-bent on making sure this fish stayed in the middle of the
stream where I stood an even chance. Finally he tired and without
a landing net I slowly brought him into a sandy bank. Was this the
same fish? It couldn‘t be could it? What were the odds of that?

As I removed the fly, I noticed something peculiar. There was a second piece of tippet material hanging from the fish‘s mouth. And, sure enough, at the end of that tippet was the fly I was casting the
night before. Amazing! I was rapt. At 41cm this was the biggest fish I had ever caught on a fly — and
I had caught him twice. Best of all, my trout demons had been exorcised. Tonight I would sleep easy.

Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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Flytying
Jason Cooney
I love the Fuzzle technique and have come up with a version if the Fuzzle Bugger that I call the Fuzzle
leech. The Atom Ant is another of mine which is a small version of the Chernobyl ant that can be used as
an attractor pattern or a strike indicator. The PNG Caddis (Peacock N Gold Caddis) is a very basic tie, even
for a stick caddis imitation, that gets down deep quickly. Finally the Hair wing Streamer is a generic pattern
that can be tied in any colour combination which some of the spey casters may find interesting for across
and down presentations.

Fuzzle Leech
Hook: Size 8-16 down eye streamer
Thread: Black
Dubbing: Brown fuzzle dubbing or similar
Underbody: Gold sparkle braid
Tail: Black polar fibre or similar

Atom Ant
Hook: Size 6-10 dry fly
Thread: Black
Tail: Hot orange crystal flash
Underbody: Light brown craft foam with a V tail
Over body: Dark brown craft foam with a point tail
Legs: Chartruse rubber

PNG Caddis
Hook: 10-12 long shank
Thread: Black
Body: Peacock herl
Head: Gold bead head

Hair Wing Streamer
Hook: Size 8-16 streamer 3x
Thread: Black
Tail: Tag of yarn
Body: Sparkle braid
Under Wing: Combed wool or fine hair
Over Wing: Combed wool or fine hair
Head: Black
Eyes: Bead chain or dumbbell eyes

Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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Waters claims record 9th National Casting Title
Phil Goslin
Victorian fly caster John Waters claimed a record tally of nine national fly casting titles at the 60th
Australian Fly Casting Championships in June. Waters won the Australian Champion of Champions
crown with 467.75 points from Danny Spelic (417.41)
and John Kruska (410.65).
The victory was set-up with wins in the double-handed
distance, International Casting Federation and fisherman‘s accuracy and distance events. Waters also secured podium places in the wet fly accuracy and single
-handed distance events.
The Gisborne-based Australia Post development manager has been a dominant figure at the Australian
championships since winning his first title in 1973.
Last year in Canberra he equalled the long-standing record of South Australian-based John Rumpf
when he won his eighth Australian Champion of Champions crown.
Presented by the Australian Casting Federation and hosted
by Northern Suburbs Fly Fishing Club (NSFFC) at Yarrambat Park, this year‘s event attracted 44 competitors from
around the country. They competed in three distance and
three accuracy events with the winner in each awarded national champion status for that event. The overall Champion
of Champions title is awarded to the competitor who scores
the most points over all six events. NSFFC member John
Kruska, who won the Victorian championship in May, secured his third place finish with strong performances in the
double-handed distance and dry fly accuracy events. Several
other NSFFC members took home trophies including Leff
Andropof who won the B-Grade title with 135 points from
Andrew Connell on 130.

Matt Chapman in action at the Nationals

NSFFC members dominated D-Grade with Matthew Chapman and Asitha Balachandra (AJ) finishing
equal first on 113 points followed by Boyd Wilson (95) and John Smith (87). The 60th Australian Fly
Casting Championships were supported by iflyfish, Derek Mackenzie Outfitters, Columbia Sportswear, JM Gillies, Compleat Fly Fisher, Billfish Tackle and Spotters Sunglasses.

Results
FAD
1 .......................................................................................... JOHN WATERS

175.52

2 .......................................................................................... DANNY SPELIC

168.75

3 ........................................................................................... TED WHITTAM

165.40

Continued over page
Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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SHD
1 ......................................................................................JACKSON MARRS

56.39

2 .......................................................................................... NICK CULBERT

56.02

3 .......................................................................................... JOHN WATERS

55.12

DHD
1 .......................................................................................... JOHN WATERS

69.07

2 .......................................................................................... DANNY SPELIC

64.06

3 ........................................................................................... JOHN KRUSKA

63.68

DRY
1 ......................................................................................MARK CUTHBERT

48

2 ................................................................................................ KEN LUCAS

45

3 ........................................................................................... JOHN KRUSKA

43

ICF
Eq 1 .......................................................... JOHN WATERS & ANDY SCOTT

95

2 ......................................................................................... PETER WILSON

92

3 ................................................................................................ KEN LUCAS

87

WET
1 .................................................................................. WAYNE REDDAWAY

43

2 .......................................................................................... JOHN WATERS

40

Eq 3 ................ PETER WILSON, BRUCE RATCLIFFE & GEOFF NEWMAN

33

CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS
1 .......................................................................................... JOHN WATERS

467.75

2 .......................................................................................... DANNY SPELIC

417.41

3 ........................................................................................... JOHN KRUSKA

410.65

4 ......................................................................................MARK CUTHBERT

395.47

5 ................................................................................... BRUCE RATCLIFFE

394.57

6 ......................................................................................... PETER WILSON

388.33

7 ............................................................................................. ANDY SCOTT

386.18

8 ............................................................................................... RON HEATH

383.55

9 .......................................................................................... COREY HEATH

372.21

10 ................................................................................... KEVIN LAUGHTON

368.41

Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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B GRADE
1 ...................................................................................... LEFF ANDROPOF

135

2 ................................................................................... ANDREW CONNELL

130

3 ............................................................................................ BRIAN COCKS

124

C GRADE
1 ..................................................................................... BROOKE TANNER

101

2 .......................................................................................... NORM TANNER

45

D GRADE
Eq 1 ......................MATTHEW CHAPMAN & ASITHA BALACHANDRA (AJ)

113

2 ........................................................................................... BOYD WILSON

95

3 .............................................................................................. JOHN SMITH

87

ACCURACY CHAMPION
............................................................................................ JOHN WATERS

170

ACF AWARD
.............................................................................................. GAVAN DAVIS

300.41

SOUTHERN CROSS 5WT FLY DISTANCE CHALLENCE
1 ................................................................................................ M. HOWELL

108' 1"

2 ....................................................................................................J. MARRS

106' 11"

3 ............................................................................................ B. RATCLIFFE

102' 10"

4 ...................................................................................................D. WALLIS

96' 3"

5 .................................................................................................. J. KRUSKA

95' 8"

6 ...................................................................................................P. EMILAN

95' 3"

7 ................................................................................................. B. AHERNE

93' 9"

8 .................................................................................................. P. WILSON

92' 9"

9 ....................................................................................................C. HEATH

92' 0"

10 ................................................................................................ B. WILSON

88' 5"

11 ............................................................................................. A. CONNELL

84' 0"

12 .................................................................................................... A. BEER

79' 10"

13 ............................................................................................. P. MENEELY

78' 3"

Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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Northern Suburbs Fly Fishing Club One Fly Competition
Date and Venue
Sunday 25th July at Goulburn Valley Fly Fishing Centre, Thornton.

Times
9.30 am, morning tea, drawing of flies and briefing.
10.00 am, fishing commences.
12.15pm lunch – 1.15 pm, fishing recommences, until 3.30 pm.
3.30 pm — 4.00 pm, afternoon tea, results and presentation of prizes.

Rules
This year we will have a non-fishing lake craft coach/ referee to help less experienced anglers.
Each participant to bring a fly (wet fly) of choice for the competition.
All flies are allocated a number and a draw is then held.
Participation will be in teams of 2.
Teams will be drawn by random ballot.
Participants get the fly corresponding to the number they draw.
The fly you draw is the only fly you can use for the competition.
Repair of fly by re-tying is prohibited.
Hooks may be sharpened at any time.
Participants must move at least 10 metres in a clockwise direction from current position when referees
whistle is blown (approx. every 15 minutes).
Should you lose you allocated fly you must move to another lake for 1 hour before you can return to
the lake behind Clubrooms. On return you may continue to fish, but any fish caught on any fly other
than the initial fly drawn will not count for the competition.
Fishing from Clubrooms verandah is prohibited.
Participants may continue to fish on after the competition should they wish.
Only trout count for the competition.

Prizes
Most fish caught.(team)
Heaviest fish.(individual)
Winning fly. (individual) (to the person who tied the fly that was used to catch the most fish).
Note: In event of a tie for ―most fish‖ then the award will be based on heaviest bag.

Cost
$60 per head which includes the barbecue lunch, morning and afternoon teas.
Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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The Red and Black Matuka
It’s time to start thinking about tying/buying patterns for the One-fly completion on July 25. This month, the Red
and Black Matuka is previewed by Craig Moore from ‘The English Flyfishing Shop’ www.flyfishing-flies.com. This
fly (’selected’ by Greg Roberts and fished by Daryl Wallis) scooped the pool in the 2009 Onefly competition, with over
20 fish landed. Also relevant for this month, Craig talks about using this fly for sea-run trout. This fly is also one of
the select flies for the 2010 Advanced flytying completion, see the May newsletter for tying details.
If you know who invented the Matuka, please e-mail me. The Matuka fly pattern was named after
the New Zealand bird whose feathers were originally used in the construction of the fly‘s wing.
Matuka is the Mauri word for the Bittern bird. The idea of binding the hackle wing along the top of
the hook shank originated in New Zealand over 50 years ago. The term Matuka fly has since come
to mean a winging style of fly tying where the the feather is secured to the top of the hook shank by
turns of ribbing. The use of such a large feather as a wing and tail was a masterstroke because when
it moves through the water it wiggles and fools the fish into thinking that the fly is alive. The fly
represents fry or minnows, but also makes an effective suggestive pattern of something a hungry
trout would like to eat. The very robust wing that resembles the long dorsal fin of a bait fish. They
were introduced to the USA and the rest of the world about 1975. They have been tied in just about
every color combination you can imagine. Have the hackle wings of a streamer fly you were using
ever twisted round the gape of a hook while casting? When this happens, the fly moves through the
water like a propeller, instead of swimming with a smooth, minnow-like action. If this really annoys
you then change to using Matuka style flies.
When fishing the Matuka, give your streamer time to sink and then strip the line to make your fly
swim along the bottom a good six inches every five or so seconds. Make about six casts to the same
location and make each one about four feet longer than the last. If you see minnows splashing
through the shallows they are probably trying to evade predatory bass or trout. Cast your fly about
three feet in front of the minnow and to the side of the minnows.

Streamer lures
In Britain this type of fly is called a 'Lure'. Streamers (including hairwings/bucktails) represent various small fish, and are tied on long-shanked hooks. They may be tied as deceivers, imitations of local small baitfish or as vivid colorful attractors that suggest something alive, edible or a threat. The
attractors are also designed to stimulate a predatory fish's aggression. They are usually a little heavier
than the nymphs, and the wind resistance can vary depending on the particular fly. A streamer is tied
with soft feathers, such as cock saddle hackles or marabou, and is intended for fishing in relatively
small and calm waters. By contrast, bucktails are tied with hair wings instead of feathers - originally
hair from a deer's tail, hence the name but also squirrel hair. They are more suitable for fishing in
broad, fast waters.
Historically, streamers belong to the American east coast, while bucktails come from the west coast.
All these flies are fished in the same way. It is both the easiest way of flyfishing, and the method that
yields the biggest fish! This may sound paradoxical, but it isn't. There are two reasons: you can do
nothing wrong with a big streamer or buck-tail, and the fact is that big fish prefer big flies. The nice
thing about small fish compared with tiny insects and crustaceans is that, to a great extent, they can
Historically, streamers belong to the American east coast, while bucktails come from the west coast.
All these flies are fished in the same way. It is both the easiest way of flyfishing, and the method that
yields the biggest fish! This may sound paradoxical, but it isn't. There are two reasons: you can do
nothing wrong with a big streamer or buck-tail, and the fact is that big fish prefer big flies. The nice
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thing about small fish compared with tiny insects and crustaceans is that, to a great extent, they can
oppose the current. Being strong swimmers, they commonly dare to enter more open and rapid water
As a result, the fly-fisherman can fish his flies almost anywhere he likes: up or down or across the
stream, either fast or slow. The fly will be equally attractive in all cases, and you need not worry about
whether the fly will drag. Really large fish have long ago given up eating small insects in favor of more
substantial young fish. Otherwise they would never have reached the size that makes them so desirable to us!
Trout are the commonest guests of our fly rods when we fish with streamers and bucktails. Grayling
prefer insects and other small creatures, although this does not prevent large grayling from occasionally taking a small streamer When it comes to trout, one can get the feeling that not even the largest
streamer is large enough. The great majority of small fish in flowing waters are definite bottomdwellers. They not only live on the bottom, but actually spend most of their time resting on it. All this
means that the flyfisherman's long-shanked flies should be fished as deep as possible. You can fish
rather daringly with these big flies: fast or slow, upstream or downstream. There are unimagined possibilities of variation, in contrast to the usual fishing with wet flies or nymphs. It is more than a matter
of using your imagination. If the fish does not take a freely drifting streamer, try instead taking home
the line very quickly. Make your fly look like a darting small fish. Now and then you can even
"awaken" a lazy trout by letting the fly splash down right on top of its head. One must admit that this
is not an elegant manner of flyfishing, but it can be extraordinarily productive.
Trout are aggressive fish that defend individual territories in the stream. They are aggressive all year
round, but this behavior becomes ever more apparent as the spawning time approaches and they defend their territory with fury against any intruder. The fly fisherman can take advantage of this situation when the fishing season is coming to an end and the trout's spawning time arrives. Then the fish
may be hard to attract with ordinary imitation deceiver flies since, having feasted all summer, they are
less interested in food and increasingly concerned with spawning. It is then time to serve a big, colorful attractor streamer or buck-tail - a fly whose size and hue can, by themselves, give the fish an impression that some possible rival is encroaching on its territory. This method of fishing can be pretty
exciting. It is important to have a good knowledge of the locality, so that you know exactly where the
fish are holding. You have to seek them out with streamers and bucktails of large size, and present the
fly right in front of them repeatedly until they react. Often nothing happens on the first cast, so you
must continue stubbornly. For the more glimpses the fish gets of the fly, the more irritated it becomes. Finally it cannot endure the temptation and tries to chase away the fly.
At first you frequently feel only a strong blow against the fly, without hooking the fish. The fly has
thus only been hit, not taken in the fish's mouth. Yet there is a good chance that one of the following
casts will result in a solid strike by what may be the season's largest trout. In any case, such fishing is
fascinating once the quarry has been aroused. In Alaska and British Columbia, every year sees a rather
special kind of streamer fishing for large rainbow trout and Arctic char. It takes place when extensive
schools of baby salmon smolt, which emerge from lakes upstream in the water system, begin their migration downstream toward the Pacific Ocean. The trout and char gather at the outlets of lakes to
feast on the young salmon. If you stumble upon such a smolt migration, you are sure to have exceptional fishing experiences for quite a while. Sparsely dressed streamers and bucktails are the only thing
worth putting on your leader
Towards the end of the season trout go on a feeding spree to build up strength for their annual orgy.
More trout show cannibalistic tendencies at this time of the year than any other and eat trout fry (baby
fish). These small fish congregate in areas that suit their needs like marginal weed beds or entrances to
feeder streams. The streamer lure now comes into its own. One of my favorite use of smaller streamers is the sport of trying to coax trout that lurk in deep plunge pools to rise up to the surface and take
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my presentation. They normally will not do so for a dry fly. It has to be a more substantial meal to be
worth the effort. I try to imitate a small fish that has been temporally stunned as it swam over the waterfall and landed in the plunge pool. Cast your streamer as near to the waterfall as you can. Give it a
few moments to sink and then begin the retrieve to imitate the fish recovering and quickly swimming
away from it's vulnerable static location to safety. Using the same idea look for deep slow pools near
where a stream is forced to drop suddenly due to a narrow rock channel. Small fish will be forced
down with the strength of the current before they can quickly swim off to the relative safety of the
bank. Drop your streamer into this current and let it sink. Then start you retrieve. Trout can be teased
into chasing your streamer.

Sea-run trout
A Sea Trout is simply the migratory form of the brown trout. (Steelheads are migratory rainbow
trout.). Lures and larger hook size wet flies are ideal for fishing Sea trout. The female sea trout lays her
ova in October or November in the gravel river beds of fresh water streams. It is later fertilized by the
males. She will lay about seven or eight hundred eggs for each pound of her weight. Only a small percentage will reach the small sea trout stage and even fewer will return to the river to spawn
The eggs hatch out into 'alevins' -small fish with the yoke-sacs still attached below their bellies. One of
its greatest enemies at this stage is the Dragon fly larva. After a few weeks the fry become what is
called 'sea trout parr'. They stay in freshwater for two to four years and then one spring their color
turns to silver and they move down stream as a 'sea trout smolt' to the coastal waters of the estuary
where they feed well and grow rapidly without moving from the coast. The smolts grow and become
what is called a 'finnock or whitling'. They return to their native rivers during the summer. Some
spawn and some feed on the spilled ova of spawning salmon and sea trout. Finnocks return to the estuaries at various times during the year. From there they enter the saltwater sea. Adult sea trout return
to the river at any time from early summer to early winter. When the adult sea trout has spawned it is
known as a 'kelt'. Most remain in freshwater until the spring when they return to the estuaries. Sea
trout can live a long time and return year after year to the same rivers and streams of their youth.
Sea Trout and Salmon differ subtly in behavior and sometimes different tactics are needed. Unlike
salmon, Sea Trout feed after starting their spawning migration. They tend to take flies decisively and
can be quick, even violent. Those that have been in a river for some time are very shy. On the first run
into freshwater they may be easy to catch but only after a short while you may only be able to catch
them after 10pm at night. At times a dry fly is effective for sea trout.

Fishing Licence Fees at Work for Murray cod
VRFish June newsletter
A three year study funded in part by recreational fishing licence revenue has provided a valuable
benchmark for Murray cod. The study included interviews with 1,400 anglers along 1700 km of the
Murray River from Yarrawonga downstream to the South Australian border, and the lower Goulburn,
Ovens and Loddon rivers. Researchers recorded catch, release rates, time spent fishing and angling
method. In most areas studied, anglers released around 90 per cent of their cod captures, most of
which were compulsory because the fish were smaller than the legal minimum length. The voluntary
release rate for legal sized cod in the Goulburn River was 14 per cent, while in the Murray River between Yarrawonga and Torrumbarry, the voluntary release rate was 32 per cent. The majority of anglers used bait (87 per cent) in preference to lures, although lure anglers had greater success catching
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larger Murray cod. Twenty-one per cent of cod caught on lures were larger than 60cm while only two
per cent caught on bait were larger than 60cm. Bait anglers had most success with cheese, shrimp and
bardi grubs. Encouraging catch rates for threatened species such as trout cod and silver perch were
recorded over a 350km stretch of the Murray River downstream of Yarrawonga, where more than
21,000 trout cod were caught. In more than half the rivers surveyed, silver perch were caught in similar or greater numbers to carp. Anglers are reminded that the Murray River is NSW water and that
state's recreational licensing and catch limits apply. The project received $111,500 from the Victorian
Recreational Fishing Grants Program and contributions from Fisheries Victoria and the Fisheries Research and Development Corporation. Since its inception in 2001, the Recreational Fishing Grants
Program has funded more than 290 projects. For the full Murray cod report visit www.dpi.vic.gov.au/
fishing/feesatwork and follow the links to ‗research reports'.

Minutes of the General Meeting, 3rd June 2010
7.45 pm – 8.28 pm
Apologies:
Trif Tzaros, Peter Cogdon, Ted Smith, Warren Vippond

Visitors:
NIL

Nominations:
NIL

Committee Meeting:
Read

Business Arising:
NIL

General Meeting Minutes: read and accepted on a motion by Boyd and seconded by Jason
Business Arising:
Float tubes have arrived, Darryl bought the fins. Need pumps, Glen can donate one
Chris Beech tied 20 red tags for the come and try day - Thanks

Treasurers Report:
$ 5503 in cheque a/c.

Correspondence In:
Red Tag, Greenwells newsletter
Brochures from Camera House
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Letter from Banyule – not successful with grant application
Term deposit cert and statement from Bendigo Bank
Dinner money from Laughtons

Correspondence Out:
NIL

Fishing reports:
AJ fished Delatite, 3 fish. One 1.5lbs on black gold head nymph. Foggy until 11am.
Rob Flower fished Goulburn 3 times recently. Caught 7 fish, lot of fish being canugt but most under
25cm. Fished Clarrie Hall dam near Tweed Heads, caught 14 bass in the week around the 400g
mark. Lovely spot.
Patrick went to Goulburn with Glen and Peter Young, caught brown trout. Not many big fish near the
dam.
Dog Hill – best fish was caught by Doug Braidwood but not a member so didn‘t count. Approx 40 fish
caught but nothing which made the grade.
Darryl went up with Dale and caught a heap of redfin.

General business:
Victorian casting Championships results – John Kruska won the grand title – Congratulations. Matthew
Chapman came 8th – a real great effort and also won the Callaghan Shield. Northern won the D
grade comp. See July newsletter for full results.
Australian Fly Casting Championships – Still need some volunteers for Sunday BBQ (need to be ready
to serve at 8am.
Championship Dinner – need numbers by Monday 7th June
Spotters raffle – on sale for $5 each
One Fly Comp – July 25th. Numbers needed soon so John Smith can organise the bus
TV Antennae or store in shed or give away or dump TV? – The consensus is that we give it to a charity
shop.
Membership subs due at end of June
Committee positions – need nominations for President and vice President
Fly tying comp flies due at A.G.M. (next months meeting)
Red Tag tying

Upcoming events
Brunn Shield at Fairfield (Red Tag) this Sunday 6th June. Need a good turnout, we‘re in front at the moment.
Saturday 19th July - Cane makers day at the clubrooms
Saturday 27th July – John Rumpf Flycasting Trophy at our pool. This is the same day as the Sunshine
Open
Flyfishing film nights are on in August. Announced in the June Newsletter

Any other business?
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John has the protractors for those who missed out at the course.
Suggest that a campaign on Fishing Etiquette would be useful. Pat will take it to the CVFFC.
Fly Tying course dates shall be circulated to members

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting, July 2, 2009, 7.45-8.15
Minutes of previous AGM accepted
Moved: Mark Dickens

Seconded: Pat Sheridan

Presidents report read by Glen Cox
Treasurers report presented by Peter Young
Committee positions declared vacant, Andrew Connell appointed as Chairperson
Elected committee members for 2009-10
President – Glen Cox
Vice President – Bill Ogilvie
Secretary – Jeremy Skuse
Treasurer – Peter Young
Committee / Newsletter Editor - Cain Polidano
Committee / Social Secretary – Greg Roberts
Committee / New Member Contact – Peter Watson
Committee / John Smith
Committee – John Kruska
Committee – Jason Cooney

Elected non-committee positions
Website Co-ordinator – Paul Milcev
Fly-tying Coach – Jason Cooney
Librarian and Equipment Officer – Mark Dickens
Casting Coach – Daryl Wallis
Public Officer – Peter Cogdon
Trip Co-ordinator – Mark Dickens
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J.M.C Delegates
Glen Cox
Cain Polidano
Eric Smith

Council of Victorian Fly Fishing Clubs Delegates
Pat Sheridan
Dave Davies

A.C.F. Delegates
John Kruska
John Smith
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